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  Time series forecasting is modeled by limited historical observations sample, it is
a technology of using the model to explain the statistical regularity of data in order
to achieve the purpose of control and forecast and having a wide range of
applications in many fields. For time series modeling and forecasting, there are
many mature technologies and methods. The traditional time series prediction
model is dependent on a large number of historical data, but the historical data is
often incomplete, inaccurate and vague due to the widespread presence of
uncertainty in practical problems, and thus limit the application of traditional
prediction model. In order to solve these problems, Song and Chissom proposed
the concept of fuzzy time series which is mainly the introduction of traditional time
series prediction based on fuzzy theory, then establish fuzzy logic relationship to
predict. For the advantage of fuzzy time series to handle data of uncertainty and
ambiguity, it has been gotten more and more attention. After years of research
and demonstration, we found that the division of domain, number of linguistic
values selected, data fuzzification, building of fuzzy logic relationship,
amendments of predictive value are several important parts to improve prediction
accuracy in fuzzy time series model. Many scholars have been made
improvements and innovation for some of these at present, they proposed variety
of fuzzy forecasting methods, but these methods are still inadequate for the
above aspects. This paper is on the basis of previous work and propose a new
algorithm for fuzzy time series.
 On the division of the domain and the number of linguistic values selected, the
current study shows that reasonably divided the universe is very important, the
determination of the interval length will greatly affect the predicted results, the
domain of division make a contribution to the improvement of the prediction













number of interval division. On the divided of domain, some scholars have
proposed to use clustering algorithms, one of the most typical and popular is
fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm, but it has the shortcomings of human
subjectivity determine on the number of clusters, based on this, this paper
proposed to introduce the concept of fuzzy entropy to determine the optimal
number of clusters which effectively divided the domain .
 On the data fuzzification, the current study is commonly used subjective
definition of fuzzy set method which is simple. By study we found that different
definitions of sets have no effect in the time-variant model based on fuzzy logic
relationship group, but in fuzzy logic relationship equation model, the result of
data is passivated which cannot truly reflect the distribution of the data. Thus this
paper puts forward an universal method of definition of fuzzy sets based on this
data fuzzification---the structure of the membership function based on fuzzy
equivalence relation clustering, the method is not only avoid the subjective
definition of fuzzy sets, but also related to the number of intervals in the previous
division and highlights the internal structure of the sample.
 On the establishment of fuzzy logic relationships ,current research show that the
order of the logical relationships greatly affect prediction accuracy and not the
higher order, the better prediction results. most commonly used first-order model
in existing studies, for the calculations of first-order model is convenient. In order
to give a reasonable explanation to the order determined of logical relationships,
this paper use the concept of correlation function of traditional time to determine
the order of the model in fuzzy time series.
 In order to improve the accuracy of the predicted results, many scholars
introduced some advanced algorithm into fuzzy time series and took into account
that hybrid algorithm can significantly improve the prediction accuracy of the
overall model, therefore, this paper uses the residual GM (1,1) model to amend













experimental results show that the prediction accuracy is improved.
 Finally, for large sample and small sample data, our proposed method is used for
Alabama State University enrollment and Taiwan machinery industry product
value of 1998/01-2001/12 forecast, the results of our method and the results of
existing models are compared and find that the proposed model with higher
prediction accuracy.
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